
 

 

 

THE PROJECT IN COVID TIMES 
The global covid crisis that we have suffered this year affects everyone. 

The EduZWaCE project is also influenced by necessary measures and 

restrictions introduced by several governments. Nevertheless, the project 

partners put their efforts to successfully finalize the project and achieve its 

objectives even in these difficult times. 

The remaining two project meetings were moved to a virtual space; they 

were held 26th June and 30th September. The partners discussed updates 

of the intellectual outputs, pilot trainings and national workshops, as well 

as management and financial issues of the project. 

NATIONAL WORKSHOPS 
The final project results and outputs were disseminated, among other 

communication channels, through the second round of national 

workshops, which took place in September (mostly in an online form), and 

were attended by a total of more than 120 participants. 

They appreciated the presented intellectual outputs, including the 

Knowledge Hub, the Training Course, the Diagnosis Tool, and the overall 

Online Platform, and evaluated them as useful and user-friendly tools. 
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After its final update, the Knowledge Hub – an interactive 

resource centre on the topic of zero waste and circular 

economy – now consist of 219 resources. They include mostly 

scientific and “grey” literature, (hand)books and reports but also 

several other types of resources in English and partners’ 

languages. The Knowledge Hub represents the recent level of 

knowledge in the field with majority of resources published in last 

three years, including 29 newest resources from 2020. 

Check the online version at: khub.eduzwace.eu. 

INTELLECTUAL OUTPUTS 

ONLINE TRAINING COURSE 
The online training courses EduZWaCE Manager and EduZWaCE Worker 

are now available in both English and all partners’ languages (in total 10). 

Each course is composed of 5 learning units consisting of an introductory 

video, related training material, audio-visual materials and the final 

assessment procedure (quiz). 

During June and July, pilot trainings were organized in Greece, Slovenia, 

Romania and Austria. Over 70 participants were trained and the course 

content was finalized according to their suggestions. 

Check the Online EduZWaCE Course at: lms.eduzwace.eu. 

KNOWLEDGE HUB 

The Diagnosis Tool is a self-assessment tool for companies (in 

particular SMEs) that helps them to investigate opportunities for 

circular economy and zero waste solutions. It assesses both the 

physical level (products, production processes) and the 

governance level (business strategy, stakeholder relations and 

status of collaboration) of a company. 

It is finally available in English and all partners’ languages, and 

the user can choose either to perform the evaluation online, or 

to download the offline version (in Excel) and complete the 

evaluation on his/her computer. 

Both versions of the Diagnosis Too are available at: 

diagnosis.eduzwace.eu. 

DIAGNOSIS TOOL 

All project outputs will stay available at the EDUZWACE ONLINE PLATFORM – eduzwace.eu that you are kindly invited to use. 

You can explore the Knowledge Hub, experiment the Diagnosis Tool and contact with your peers through the Collaborative 

Section, as well as attend the Online Training Course (for the latter, please contact your national EduZWaCE coordinator). 


